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ABSTRACT 

The theory of operation and advantages of a channeled 

substrate planar (CSP) laser is described. The processing 

of such devic·es utilizing 5J'm wide proton bombardment defined 

-current stripes is detailed. The optical and electrical 

characteristics of the resultant devices is presented. The 

lasers had pulsed, room temperature thresholds averaging 90mA, 

lased predominantly in a single longitudinal mode and were 

kink-free to power levels in excess of 6mW. Accelerated aging 

yielded an "activation energy" for the degradation process of 

0.7eV which allowed for a predicted useful lifetime of 

5 x 104 hours for these lasers. 
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INTRODUCTION 


The development of low-loss optical fibers has already resulted in a 

rapid proliferation of optical communication systems taking advantage of 

the RFI/EMI noise immunity, security and large bandwidths offered. GaAs 

'Burrus'-typel light-emitting diodes (LED's) with a peak emission 

wavelength of 0.84 um are frequently used as the optical source in such 

systems because of their demonstrated long life, high radiance and good 

linearity. However, in order to take full advantage of the potential 

bandwidth of optical fibers, a light source with a much narrower emission 

linewidth must be used to reduce the effects of material dispersion. 

Typical LED's have linewidths of -450 i full width at half maximum (FWHM) 

which results in a pulse spreading of 1-2 ns/km. for typical low-loss 

graded index optical fibers2. Ga1-xAlxAs double hetero

structure (DH) lasers have linewidths ~ 20 ~ (FWHM), and can be even ~ 1 i 
if they lase in a single longitudinal mode. This can reduce the pulse 

spreading to ~ 0.1 ns/km and thus increase the amount of information which 

can be transmitted through a given length of fiber. 

The intense coherent optical fields in the laser cavity can shorten 

the injected carrier lifetime to less than the spo~taneous lifetime 

(Tspont -2ns) and make possible Gbit modulation rates. In addition, 

the high degree of directionality of laser emission results in high 

coupling efficiencies into optical fibers. Furthermore laser diodes are 

the only practical solid state devices capable of coupling sufficient 

power into single mode step-index fibers to justify their use3. 

The primary reasons for lasers not being used more extensively in the 

field are: 

i. high cost, 

ii. relatively rapid degradation, 

iii. large current requirements, 

iv. sensitivity of output power to temperature variations and, 

v. gross non-linearities in the light output vs current (L-I) 
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While the cost of Ga1-xAlxAs lasers can be expected to drop as the 

quantity fabricated increases, much research effort must yet be made to 

isolate the causes and minimize the effects of the other problems. The 

primary goal of this project was to increase the linearity of the laser. 

As a side effect, improvements in thresholds and lifetimes could be 

expected. 

Conventional stripe geometry lasers are made with narrow (~ 20 um) 

contact stripes in order to reduce the current threshold and prevent 

multi-filament operation.4 Improvements in fiber coupling efficiency 

also results from the use of narrow stripes. Unfortunately, such lasers 

frequently show gross non-linearities in their L-I characteristics. It is 

common fur the external efficiency to be negative over appreciable current 

ranges and even for the light output ~~ increasing at one facet while 

decreasing at the other facet of the same lasers (fig. 1). Such 

"kinks" are obviously undesirable for analogue transmission. 

Additionally, light output stabilization, linearization or temperature 

compensation schemes based on feeding back a portion of the optical output 

will fail to work at such kinks. The light output also frequently 

exhibits a directional shift at the kink which can result in poor coupling 

into fibers6. Furthermore, modulation at microwave frequencies is not 

possible due to spontaneous pulsations (at 0.2-2 GHz rates) in the light 

output when the laser is operated at current levels near a kink7. 

Kinks have been investigated theoretically by Chinone8 and were 

shown to arise_ from a local saturation in the gain profile as a result of 

the stimulated recombination of carriers directly beneath the center of 

the contact stripe. In conventional planar stripe geometry double

heterostructu~e lasers, the active region width and dielectric steps are 

well defined by the material discontinuities in the x-direction (Fig. 2), 

resulting in discrete allowed mode structures in this direction. In the 

other transverse direction, the only dielectric variation is that due to 

the injected carrier density. The index variation in this plane is very 

nearly parabolic resulting in parabolic wavefronts and far field patterns 

which correspond closely to Hermite-Gaussian modes9. In the absence 
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of strong dielectric confinement the predominant transverse mode control 

mechanism is spatial variation of the carrier inversion (i.e. high optical 

gain regions). The lasing threshold condition for any given mode, m, islO 

1
rg(E,m) • raf + (1- r)af +a tt +a 1 . + L lnRc c, x sea ,m coup ing, m m 

(variables defined in Fig. 9). As the transverse mode number increases 

the maxima of intensity move further away from the center of the stripe, 

see fig. 3. At low injection levels, low order Hermite-Gaussian modes 

reach threshold first because the gain is a maximum directly beneath the 

center of the stripe. At higher current levels, the injected carriers 

near the center of the stripe recombine so rapidly, as a result of the 

strong stimulated recombination, that the injected carrier profile, and 

hence the gain profile, become flattened (fig. 4). As a result of the 

reduced gain in this region, the light output begins to saturate, which 

manifests itself as a rounding off of the L-I characteristic. At 

sufficiently high current levels, the gain profile has spread out so far 

laterally that higher order modes are able to pick up enough gain to reach 

threshold and, as the gain is not yet saturated for these modes, the L-I 

characteristic again increases. If there is any asymmetry in the cavity 

such as local variations in the current density, internal quantum 

efficiency, or compositional/geometrical variations, then a shift in the 

direction of the output beam may occur. Such a shift would not be 

expected for a simple Fabry-Perot structure, but the strong gain guiding 

of the modes permits small angular variations (- 2°) from the mirror 

normal without appreciable lossll. 

Chinone concluded that kinks would occur regardless of crystal 

quality and that in order to keep higher order transverse modes from 

lasing it would be necessary to employ either strip widths under -8 µm (so 

that the lateral extent of the inverted carrier population would not be 

great enough to provide the threshold gain for higher order modes) or to 

use a cavity structure in which the gain profile would not be determined 

solely by the lateral diffusion of carriers away from the stripe center. 
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There have been a number of device geometr.ies proposed to stabilize 

the transverse mode structure. Among them are the transverse junction 

stripe (TJS)l3, misaligned stripel4, buried heterostructure 

(BH)l5, channeled substrate planar (CSP)l6 and buried channeled 

substrate lasersl7. The CSP structure was chosen for this 

investigation because it should posess excellent mode control and still be 

relatively easy to fabricate with our existing technology. 

Theory 

In the CSP laser, a narr~w groove is made in the GaAs substrate prior 

to LPE growth (fig. 5). A thin first confining layer of n-type 

Ga 1_xAlxAs is then grown which fills in the channel and allows 

successive layers to be essentially planar. Modes propagating outside the 

channel in region B, are not wholly confined to the active layer but 

spread out and have evanescent tails reaching into the GaAs substrate. As 

the substrate is unpumped, and has the peak of its absorption spectrum at 

approximately the lasing wa.velengthl8, the radiation will be 'strongly 

absorbed resulting. in high modal losses. In the channel region A, the 

depth of the chan~el is sufficient to ensure that the evanescent wave sees 

only the larger band gap, and hence transparent, Ga.7Al.3As. 

Modes which are confined to the dninnel region will have a much lower 

modal loss than higher order ones and will reach threshold much sooner. 

The mechanism for mode control is seen to be built-in loss-guiding, in 

addition to carrier diffusion defined gain-guiding as distinct from just 

gain guiding, which is the lateral mode control mechanism in standard and 

misaligned stripe lasers. 

The extra loss can be incorporated in the cavity equations as a 

change in the complex index of refraction seen by the wave. The degree of· 

mode confinement will be determined in part by the index difference 

between the two regions ~n = ~n + i ~a/2k0 ; where ~n = nA-nB, 

6a • aB - aA and kc is the wavenumber. The n1 and ak 

are "effective" index and losses, respectively, ~ecause regions A and B 

are not uniform and contain material discontinuities characterized by the 

active layer thickness (d) and the first confining layer thickness (t). 
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'nleoretical calculations relating 6n to t and d have been carried out by 

Aiki et a119 (fig. 6). In order that the structure provide strong, 

stable mode guiding, \ 6 n I must be greater than any index change resulting 

from the injected carriers. As these effects are estimated20 to be 

I6 ncarriers I ... 10-3, fig. 6, this imposes severe restrictions on t 

and d. Even dimensions as small as t • 0.5 µm coupled with d • 0.3 µm 

will only result in I6n j ~ 2xl o-4 which is insufficient to override the 

current gain-guiding. 

As with conventional DH lasers, thin active layers result in lower 

thresholds and a narrower emission perpendicular to the plane of the 

junction. The sensitivity of the mode control on d for a CSP laser is 

related to the increased evanescant tails of the mode extending away from 

the active layer into the confining layers as d decreases. A thinner 

active region results in a larger fraction of the mode ( 1- r) propagating 

in the confining layers. Thus for a CSP laser, the potential for mode 

control is improved. Very thin active layers can be difficult to achieve 

in practice because of the danger of incomplete wetting by the growth 

solution on the first confining layer which results is·partial or total 

pinch-off of the active layer. A thicker than optimal active layer can be 

compensated for by making t smaller, thus enabling the evanescant wave to 

still reach the absorbing substrate. 

The choice of channel width is necessarily restricted, because if it 

is too wide there will be no significant mode selection (fig. 6c). A 

very narrow channel ( ~ 5 µ m) will raise the threshold for even the 

fundamental mode. Channel widths of 5-8 µm appear optimal. 



DEVICE FABRICATION 

Substrate grade n-type GaAs (nominal dislocation density = 
4xl03cm-2, No = 5x1017cm-3) was lightly polished on 

one of its (100) faces and then had 3 mil openings photo-engraved on it. 

A preferential etch (1% Bromine in methanol) was used to identify the 

crystal face having the [Oll] direction running parallel to its long side 

(fig. 7). After this identification was made, the chosen side was given a 

final chemical/mechanical polish with Br2-methanol. Five micron wid·e 

stripes were laid down on this side using conventional photoengraving 

techniques. It was necessary to have these stripes aligned with [Oll] so 

that the channels would have the V-shaped walls defined by its slow 

etching {111} planes fig. 8. The channels were nominally 1.2 µm deep and 

7.5 µm wide at the shoulders. They were wider.than the photoresist mask 

due to undercutting by the preferrential etch. 

The crystals were grown by liquid phase expitaxy using the standard 

carbon slider technique. The channels on the substrate were aligned with 

the direction of ·push to ensure good filling of the channels by the growth 

solution. Four layers (fig. 9) were then grown consecutively on the 

prepared substrate at the relatively low growth temperature of 760°C with 

a cooling rate of 0.25°C/minute. The low growth temperature was necessary 

in order to prevent etching of the channel by the first confining layer 

growth solution. 

The active layer was doped with germanium to give an acceptor density 

of - 5xlQ17cm-3. A small amount of aluminum (6%) was also added to 

increase the emission energy to enable a more favorable match to the 

minima in optical fibers absorption. It also reduced the lattice mismatch 

between the active layer and the confining layers. However, perhaps the 

most important reason for the addition of small amounts of Al to the 

active layer is the observation that the lifetime of such lasers is sig

nificantly better than for lasers with pure GaAs active layers (fig. 10). 

This improvement is believed due to the presence of aluminum which acts 
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as a getter for oxygen and prevents it incorporation into the crystal. 

Oxygen is thought to be associated with dark-line defect degradation 

mechanisms4. 

The aluminum concentration in the confining layers was -34% for two 

reasons. It provides, 

1) a sufficient energy step (AE = 0.37eV) to confine the injected 

carriers, and, 

2) an index change (An= 0.17) for optical confinement. 

The top capping layer had a reduced bandgap compared to the second 

confining layer to facilitate an ohmic contact to the final device. 

Lasers were fabricated using both proton-bombardment and oxide stripe 

device technologies. Oxide stripe lasers had their contacts made by first 

depositing silicon dioxide on the wafer by a chemical vapour deposition 

(CVD) process. Five micron stripes aligned over the channels were opened 

up through a photoresist mask using buffered hydroflouric acid to etch 

away the Si02• Zinc was diffused -0.2 µm into the top 

p-Ga.93Al.07As contact through the SiOz mask to degenerately 

dope (-1019cm-3) the surface in order to provide a low resistance 

ohmic contact. 

Proton-bombarded slices were zinc diffused over the whole wafer and 

then had 2 µm thick x 5 µm wide gold stripes plated over the channels. 

The wafers were then irradiated with 300 keV protons which penetrated into 

the crystal a distance of -1.8 µm except directly over .the channel where 

the plated gold stripes protected the region from damage. As the protons 

were slowed down by scattering from the crystal's atoms, low level carrier 

traps were created which caused the resistance in the damaged regions to 

increase. 'nle depth of penetration of the proton distribution was chosen 

so that the active region was not damaged. 'nlis was because the induced 

damage would absorb optical radiation (thus raising the lasing threshold) 

as well as having possible deleterious effect on device lifetimes. 

Subsequent processing steps were chosen with care so as not to anneal out 

the proton induced damage. 
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The p-side contact metallization was made by evaporating a chrome

gold layer over the entire surface followed by plating gold heat sinks 

over the channels. Both varieties of lasers were mechanically lapped down 

to 100 µm in thickness and had germanium/gold eutectic contacts evaporated 

on the n-GaAs substrate. Windows were opened up in this contact, over the 

channel, which allows the stripe region to be viewed through the GaAs 

substrate by means of an infra-red microscope (fig. 11). At the same time 

that the windows were photoengraved, each laser was numbered, which 

enabled the subsequent determination of its position in the grown slice. 



RESULTS 


Scanning electron microscope pictures of the laser chips (fig. 12) 

show that the channel had filled in well resulting in no observable 

modulation of the active layer thickness. nte cleaved edge of the crystal 

was treated with a selective etch to delineate the various layers. 

Tapered regions which occur at a boundary between two different compo

sitional regions cannot be unambiguously ascribed to one region or the 

other. With this limitation, the active layer thickness was 0.1 - 0.2 µm 

thick, which was the designed value. Tile first confining layer was 

~1.2 µm thick however and was too thick for effective mode control. 

Complications arose in attempting to grow very thin (<1.0 µm) first 

confining layers because not only is the growth rate a non-linear function 

of time on a smooth substrate, but there is some indication of an en

hancement of the growth rate over a fairly wide area in the vicinity of 

the groove (fig. 13). Tilis is believed due to the easy initial growth on 

the exposed planes in the channel. Figure 12 also shows evidence of 

melt-back of the substrate before growth. This may be due to under

saturation of the growth solution since other wafers showed the channel 

inclination to be closer to the 54°44' expected of the {111} slow etch 

planes. 

The pulsed thresholds were determined before bonding by mounting the 

laser chip in a temporary pressure contact package and visually observing 

the sharp turn-on of the far-field interference pattern characteristic of 

lasing threshold. The low thresholds (summarized in fig. 14) can be 

attributed to the thin active layer. The threshold can be expected to 

decrease almost linearly with active layer thickness (for d ~ A/n
0 

= 
O. 23 itm) because of the smaller confinement volume it represents. For d 

~ 0.23 µm, the decrease in the optical mode confinement factor r causes a 

rounding off of the threshold to minimum at d :0.08 µm and a sharp 

increase thereafter. 

The lowest threshold observed was 65 mA which corresponded to a 

threshold current density Jth = 3210 A/cm2. The averages for the 

oxide stripe and proton bombarded lasers were 120 m.A (Jth = 5930 

A/cm.2) and 100 m.A (Jth = 4940 A/cm2) respectively. These 
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values are a factor of 3x higher than the calculated value of 1725 

A/cm.2 (fig. 9) for a broad area device. The primary reason for the 

difference is that the theoretical Jth was calculated for a broad area 

laser and neglected both current spreading from the contact to the active 

layer and the lateral diffusion of carriers confined to the active region. 

The observed factor of 2-4 times the broad area thresholds seems 

consistent with data presented by Casey and Panish (fig. 15). Scatter in 

the threshold values within a given wafer was due in large part to 

unwanted plating through the photoresist mask which allowed current flow 

in small areas which had escaped bombardment. 'nlis problem will be 

eliminated in future crystals due to refinements in substrate prepara~ion, 

which allows for a smoother as-grown surface. Additional current 

confinement using oxide stripe contacts in combination with proton 

bombardment are also planned. 

The pulsed efficiencies were determined while still in the temporary 

packages by pulsing the laser (1 µs pulses at 1 kHz repetetion rate) and 

monitoring the steady state light output with a calibrated solar cell. No 

heating was observed at this rep rate for pulse lengths less than IO µs 

and the slow response of the solar cell averaged out any pulsations in the 

light output. External differential efficiencies (next) as high as 

0.44 W/A (=>differential power efficiencies = 0.29, single facet) were 

observed, with 0.4 W/A being typical (fig. 16). These values agreed Yi.1ell 

with the calculated next = 0.29 (fig. 9) on the assumption that the 

internal quantum efficiency Cn 1) was 0.7, a value frequently reported 

by other workers21. 

The outputs appeared strictly linear up to power levels of 4-5 mW 

before deviating from straight lines. 'nle values of current thresholds 

calculated from these plots were consistant with the visually determined 

values. 

For D.C. operation, good heat sinking is essential and, while the 

X0-72 header is easy to bond to, a significant fraction (-1/3) of the 

light scatters off the header. This scattering reduced the bonded 

measured efficiencies and had the effect of making kinks appear at lower 

measured output powers. 
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The D.C. thresholds ~re -5 mA higher than pulsed ones (fig. 17) 

agreeing with subsequent data which suggest that the thermal resistance of 

the bonded device was as high as 50°C/Watt. For such values of thermal 

resistance, a D.C. current of 90 mA would result in a temperature rise at 

the active region of -s 0 c. 

Pulsed threshold vs temperature measurements (fig. 18) could be 

reasonably expressed as Ith{T°K) = 9.2e T/138 for T ~345°K (72°C). 

The increase in temperature variation above -350°K is believed due to a 

decrease in the injection efficiency resulting from a larger percentage of 

thermally excited carriers being able to surmount the confining 

heterojunction potentials. A deviation from this simple exponential 

relation is not unexpected, as the expression is empirical and has no 

theoretical basis. The primary cause for the temperature dependance is 

the need to inject additional carriers to sustain a given population 

inversion (gain) as the temperature increases. The temperature dependance 

is not particularly strong when compared with lasers fabricated in other 

labs22, however. In combination with a thermal resistance of 50°C/W, 

it is expected that the D.C. threshold will increase by 5 mA over the 

90 mA pulsed threshold. 

Both pulsed and D.C. spectra (fig. 19) show that below and just above 

threshold the output consisted of a number of Fabry-Perot modes. (The 

intensity envelope for the modes outlines the gain curve). As the pumping 

rate was increased to -1.2 Ith' the laser oscillated predominantly in 

a single longitudinal mode. The frequency of the lasing mode was observed 

to shift (fig. 20) to shorter wavelengths as the pulsed current was 

increased. This shift can be attributed to a filling in ·of the band tails 

caused by the high doping levels. As the excitation rate increased, 

injected carriers were restricted, by the Pauli exclusion principal, to 

occupy ever higher energy states. This increased the effective Fermi 

level seperation and allowed higher frequencies to satisfy23 

hvL < Efc - Efv, (where VL = lasing frequency, and 

Efc,Efv are the quasi-Fermi levels for electrons and holes, 

respectively). 
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When operated t.mder D.C. conditions, similar spectral behavior was 

observed except that the wavelength of the single lasing longitudial mode 

was 20-30 ~ longer. The internally dissipated power raised the junction 

temperature causing the lattice to expand and the energy gap to decrease, 

thus allowing lower energy frequencies to satisfy hv1 > Egap• For 

pure GaAs, the energy gap has been found to vary as Eg = 1.519 

(5.40Sxl0-4.T2/(204+T)) (ev)(24). A rise in temperature of 

7°K above room temperature (293°K), decreases the energy gap by 0.0003 eV 
0

corresponding to an increase in wavelength of 19 A. 'nlis suggests that 

the thermal resistance of the device could be <R> • 45°C/W. However, this 

value is only approximate, due to reported hysteresis in the lasing 

wavelength with temperature25. Numerical calculations on similar 

proton-bombarded structures by Joyce and Dixon26 gave values of 

thermal resistance <R> of 20.6°C/W for a laser of stripe width 12 µm and 

cavity length 375 ~m. Approximate extensions to the present CSP geometry 

could be made using a chart included in their paper which showed the 

effect of a factor of two variation in critical dimensions. According to 

their results, our shorter cavity length (250 ~m), smaller active region 

width (7.5 µm) and thicker second confining region (1.5 µm) all act to 

increase the <R> to 40.1°C/W. It would not seem likely that the thermal 

resistance could be decreased much beyond the experimentally observed 

values without undesirable changes in device geometry. 

The longitudinal mode spacing was 6r = 3.7 .± 0.1 ~which corresponds 

to a cavity length of 260 .± 10 m assuming Fabry-Perot spacings 

{6.A • A. 2 /2Ln{l - !. dn)
n dA 

n = index of refraction of GaAs). The width of the mode was limited by 

the resolution of the spectrometer to an upper limit of ~1.5 
0
A. If the 

c6A.
FWHM is taken to be 1 i then the frequency spread is only 6v =-

A2 
= 44 GHz, similar to the values obtained by Aiki et ai19. 

It is interesting to note that the longitudinal modes do not lase in 

turn but jump over some to lase in selected ones (fig. 20). This behavior 

can be interpreted in terms of a hysteresis effect proposed in a later 

section. 
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A CCD sensing array was used to record the far-field radiation 

patterns. In the direction perpendicular to the junction plane, the thin 

active region and the large dielectric step combined to restrict the 

optical field distribution to its lowest order mode at all current levels 

used (up to 2Ith pulsed). As shown in fig. 2l(d), the pattern ~s 

symmetrical and had a FWHM • 46 + 2°. Numerical calculations (44) using 

the nominal layer thicknesses and compositional steps result in a 

predicted FWHM • 48°. 

In general, mode patterns in the direction parallel to the junction 

plane did not indicate lowest order transverse mode operation only. 

Instead, (fig. 2la,b) the patterns usually had a small contribution from 

the first order modes as well. These higher order modes never fully turn 

on as the current is increased. Instead ~he central peak tends to move 

over to one side. Externally measured directional shifts as large as 6° 

(implying a directional shift of 1.5° within the higher index cavity) have 

been observed. These shifts result from a change in the injected carrier, 

and hence gain distribution. In a properly fabricated CSP laser such 

shifts would not be able to occur even in aged lasers exhibiting larger 

degrees of gain flattening45. 



RELIABILITY 

Five lasers from each of slices L78-54 and 178-55 which posessed 

sharp lasing turn-ans were selected for life testing at elevated 

temperatures. The lasers were mounted on an altnninum bar which could be 

heated and operated continuously in laboratory air. A feedback system was 

employed to continuously adjust the laser drive current to maintain a 

constant 3.3 mW output (single facet from chip). A preliminary 150 hour 

burn-in at room temperature was used to separate out poor lasers. 

Surviving lasers were then heated up to a heat sink temperature of 50°C or 

70°C. The drive current required to maintain the pre-set power output was 

recorded and frequent D.C. L-I plots were made. The lasers lt.lere deemed 

to have failed when a drive current 300 mA was unable to maintain the 

pre-set 3.3 mW output. 

Half the lasers (2 from L78-55 and 3 from 178-54) failed in under 

four hours. A typical example of this behavior (fig. 22) showed the 

increased threshold and decreased efficiency characteristic of dark-line 

defects. The isotropically emitted spontaneous emission was viewed 

through the (n-side) contact using an infrared microscope. In all of 

these cases, dark-line defects in a <100>-direction were observed 

(fig. 23). Dark-line defects (DLD's) are dislocation networks which -
contain a high concentration of non-radiative recombination sites. The 

injected carriers recombine non-radiatively in these areas giving them a 

dark appearance. The carrier population in these regions is not inverted 

and will absorb strongly at the lasing wavelength, causing an increase in 

the threshold and a decrease in the quantum efficiency. 

DLD's have been shown to originate at dislocations which are 

originally present in the device, and which grow predominantly by a climb 

mechanism into a 3-D network crossing the active layer in a mainly [100] 

direction27. Both optical excitation28 and electron beam 

injection29 have been shown to result in the growth of the DLD from a 

"seed" dislocation indicating· the need of carrier recombination for DLD 

growth. A phonon-kick mode130, whereby all the energy released in a 

non-radiative recombination is given to a nearby atom, (reducing its 

activation energy for displacement) has been proposed as a mechanism for 
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the generation of the vacancy point defects by which the DLD climbs. The 

origin of the initial nucleation sites is uncertain. On the assumption 

that the dislocations in the substrate were initially distributed randomly 

and grew through the first confining layer into the active layer, only 2% 

of the lasers -would be expected to fail from this cause. The fact that 

the longest lived laser 178-55/1 shared a mirror facet with L7ff-55/3 

(early DLD failure) would seem to rule out strain-induced damage during 

some of the slice processing steps. Towards the end of this initial 

investigation it was discovered that the pre-epitaxy slice preparation was 

leaving contaminants on the GaAs surface. These contaminants could very 

easily act as DLD nucleation sites. A new cleaning procedure has since 

been instituted, and, as visibly smoother surfaces are now being grown, it 

is hoped that the reliability will be improved. 

The other five lasers showed no signs of deterioration after 150 

hours at room temperature and survived an additional 500 hours at a heat 

sink temperature of 50°C (active region temperature ~63°C due to current 

heating) and an average of 90 hours at 70°C (active· region temperatures 

~88°C). Using an activation energy of 0.7 eV which this lab has found to 

be appropriate under the given operation conditions31, together with 

the active region temperatures, the average lifetimes extrapolated to room 

temperature were l.5xl04 hours with one laser (L78-55/l) lasting an 

equivalent of 3.2x!04 hours. 

The justification for using elevated temperatures as a means of 

extrapolating lifetimes back to room temperature is based on determining 

the degradation rate of the same laser at different temperatures. This 

experiment indicated that there was only one failure mechanism operating 

within the group of lasers tested. It was assumed that the failure 

mechanism had an associated activation energy, Ea, so that the 

lifetime t at a given temperature T could be written t(T°K)=eEa/kT. 

The value of 0.7 eV for Ea determined in this lab is in agreement with 

the value assigned by other experimenters32. This is somewhat 

surprising, considering that other workers have used different testing 

procedures and lifetime definitions. 
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As the lasers aged, the thresholds crept up (fig. 24) but the 

differential external quantum efficiency appeared to remain relatively 

constant. For laser 178-55/1 the external efficiency only started to 

visibly decrease in the final equivalent 6000 hr. of life. It was 

noticed that while the "kinks" generally seemed to originally occur at 

4-5 mW optical power levels, they progressively became ~rse with time 

(fig. 25). It appears that the extra current drawn as the 1-I curve 

becomes increasingly horizontal at a kink heats the active region, thus 

raising the threshold. As the L-I curve is now displaced further to the 

right (higher current) more current is forced through the device. This 

positive feedback appreciably speeds the decay rate as can be seen from 

the final few hours of 178-55/1 (fig. 24). 

The response of the lasers to a square current pulse showed no 

spontaneous spiking after either 6600 hr (equivalent) or 'failure'. This 

phenomenon had been reported by Paoli33 for similarly aged lasers and 

apparently indicated internal cavity changes which could not be observed 

externally. The null result is not conclusive as the expected frequency 

of oscillation (-.1 GHz) could only barely be detected by the APD used 

(risetime = 0.6 ns). 

The particular aging method used was chosen to simulate lifetimes of 

lasers in the field. The varying current, high optical flux at the 

surface, air ambient and extremes in temperature made it difficult to 

isolate the primary failure mechanism. One laser (L78-55/9) definitely 

failed as a result of a deterioration of the thermal bond, which may also 

have been a contributing effect in one other (L78-54/7). Ritchie et 

a140 observed similar indium bond failures at higher temperatures and 

discovered that Au-In intermetallics had formed locally. 'nlat all the 

lasers in the present study did not show a thermal bond deterioration 

suggests that more attention be paid to this fabrication step as the 

present manual soldering allows for apparently significant chip to chip 

bond differences41. 

The failed lasers were inspected by an SEM at high magnification 

(x20,000) but damage to the mirror facets was not observed as had been 
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reported by several workers42. !his is encouraging because although 

this failure mechanism can be prevented by Alz03 facet coatings, 

there are practical problems associated with their deposition. As this 

mechanism is assumed to be photo-induced, it will likely have a strong 

optical power dependance. Lifetime comparisons with lasers operated at 

higher output powers would be useful to find the levels at which this 

failure mechanism becomes prominent. 

Although the active region of the longest lived laser and the laser 

with a degraded thermal bond were relatively uniform after high 

temperature "failure", the remaining three had 2-4 large DLD' s crossing 

the region in a <011> direction (ie. perpendicular to the cavity length). 

The apparent shift in DLD direction between the short and long-lived 

lasers may indicate a difference in the growth mechanism in the two cases 

but due to the small number of lasers studied this observation may only be 

coincidence. 

The longest lived laser had no DLD crossing its active region, 

although it was not uniform in width along its length. The aging 

mechanism in this laser appeared to cause a spatially uniform decrease in 

the internal quantum efficiency. The cause of this degradation is not 

known, although Lang et al43 demonstrated that for _!heir lasers 

electron traps in the proton bombarded region bad moved into the active 

layer during laser operation. 

Aging data for oxide stripe CSP lasers was compared with proton

bombarded lasers fabricated from the same slice. The most striking 

feature of the oxide stripe aging behavior was the rapid degradation of 

the device after it had apparently settled down to a slow degradation 

rate. An extreme example of this can be seen in fig. 26 where the laser 

is seen to have died in less than three hours after having survived 330 

hours at 50°C. This failure mode cannot be attributed to the simple 

downward passage of a kink because pulsed L-I data taken after failure 

shows no light output at all. Viewing of the active region required the 

injection of 100 mA (vs. about 5 mA for the photos in fig. 21) in order to 

see that almost the whole active region was dark. As the dark region was 
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not sharply defined, it was not possible to ascertain what fraction of the 

dislocation network was composed of <100 > DLD' s and what of < llO > DLD' s. 

The rapid growth rate in the <01I> indicates that a < 110 > DLD is present 

running the length of the cavity and in addition having <100> DLD's 

nucleating off from it. As < 110 > DLD' s are believed associated with 

external stresses46 and this particular failure mode is rarely seen 

for proton bombarded devices, the cause of failure is tentatively 

attributed to stress caused by the proximity of the silicon dioxide mask 

to the active region. 

Although the oxide ·stripe lasers did not last as long as the proton 

bombarded ones, their degradation rate until the sudden failure appeared 

to be marginally lower. 'nle statistical sample was too small to make 

concrete conclusions on this point but it would be in agreement with the 

results of Lang43 which demonstrated an increase in degradation rate 

with proton bombardment dosage. 



DISCUSSION 

The growth of one longitudinal mode at the expense of another 

indicates that the gain medium is homogeneously broadened as expected, 

given the short carrier-carrier scattering time (~ps)34 as compared to 

the injected carrier lifetime. The rapid thermalization ensures that all 

the carriers respond identically to the incident radiation. Hence when 

the gain saturates at one frequency, it saturates over the whole spon

taneous linewidth. Tilis effectively pins the Fermi level separation and 

prevents other frequencies from ever reaching threshold. 

The common experimental observation of multi-longitudinal mode 

operation from injection lasers has been attributed to spatial hole 

burning. The optical feedback supplied by the end mirror in a 

Fabry-Perot cavity selects out for amplification those frequencies whose 

round trip phase shifts are even multiples of 2~. Only a few passes 

through the gain medium are sufficient to transform the selected 

travelling wave spon~aneous emission into the much more intense standing 

wave pattern characteristic o~ lasing in Fabry-Perot cavities. At the 

antinodes of the standing waves, the optical fields are sufficiently 

intense to locally saturate the gain. At the nodes, however, the carriers 

are not depleted and other longitudinal modes are able to pick up 

sufficient gain to lase. 

Single longitudinal mode operation has, however, been observed, from 

TJS, CSP and, occasionally, narrow stripe lasers. It has also been 

achieved in the more complex distributed feedback laser35 (DFB), which 

relies on a periodic perturbation of the active region for its mode 

selection. The existence of single longit~dinal mode operation in the TJS 

laser was postulated by Streifer et a136 as resulting from the very 

heavily doped p-type active layer used in that structure. Carriers 

diffuse from high carrier concentration regions (ie. optical nodes) to 

depleted areas (antinodes) as a rate dependent on the concentration 
. an an 

gradient and the associated diffusipn constant (ie. at= -qDn·ax , in 

I-Dimension). At the doping levels normally used in DH lasers 

(l-5xl017cm-3), both the injected hole and electron concentrations 
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are greater than the background doping levels. In this limit, both 

species of charge carriers are constrained to diffuse together (amibolar 

diffusion) as a result of their mutual electrical attraction. Thus, the 

appropriate diffusion constant to be used is Dambipolar = 2 Dtiole 

= 2 cm2/sec. The analysis by Da.nielmeyer37 indicates that this 

low mobility will leave sufficient gain at the nodes for multimode 

operation. The heavy doping used in the TJS active layer (NA = 
Iol9cm-3) results in predominantly minority carrier (electron) 

injection which, as a result of the much higher background doping, can 

diffuse at their normal rate (Delectron = 50cm2/sec) without 

having to "drag" holes along with them. The higher diffusion rate reduces 

the gain at the nodes and permits only one mode to lase. Scifres et 

a1(38) achieved single longitudinal mode operation with a broad 

contact (500 µm x 350 µm) conventional DH laser with heavy 

(5xlQ18cm-3) p-doping of the active layer in support of Streifer's 

model. 

The observed single mode operation of CSP lasers cannot be explained 

by this theory because the active layer doping is the same as a conven

tional DH laser. The apparent success of the Streifer model when applied 

to TJS lasers suggests, however, that carrier diffusion may indeed be 

manipulated to reduce the occurence of multi-longitudinal modes. The 

primary difference between CSP and conventional lasers is their degree of 

transverse mode control. Lasers which rely on the carrier distribution 

for their mode control tend to oscillate in higher order transverse modes 

with differing longitudinal mode number. If the laser is constrained to 

oscillate in its lowest order transverse mode, gain "robbing" by higher 

order transverse modes is not possible and gain-competition is restricted 

to different axial longitudinal modes. At sufficiently high current 

levels the carrier depletion caused by the optical fields will be more 

pronounced, resulting in steeper axial concentration gradients than if 

higher order transverse modes were oscillating. The resulting increase in 

diffusive flow may be sufficient to keep other longitudinal modes from 

picking up sufficient gain in the node regions of the dominant mode. The 

increase in diffusive flow required for single mode operation may be only 

slightly above that for ordinary lasers. The reduction in gain for the 
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dominant mode, once another longitudinal mode starts to oscillate will be 

severe. !his is due to the reduction of its sustaining diffusive 

currents. Support for the required small increase in diffusive flow, may 

come from more realistic values of the diffusion coefficients than those 

chosen by Streifer36. The ambipolar diffusion coefficient Damb = 
D DP (N + P )

n P P 
D N + D p Using data taken from Sze39 for mobilities at the 

n n p n 
doping concetrations Na= Sx1017.and lxl019cm-3 and the 

generalized Einstein relations (see fig. 9) the ratio of the diffusion 

coefficients in the two cases is only 1.5 as opposed to 25 claimed by 

Streifer. 

It is clear that substantial diffusive flow must take place in order 

to avoid saturation of the L-I characteristic at the very high power 

levels observed by Aiki et ails. If the carrier diffusion is strong 

enough to withstand slight variations in the position of the gain peak 

then a skipping over of certain longitudinal modes may be expected as a 

result of changes in excitation or temperature. 
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CONCLUSIONS 

A preliminary attempt at fabricating channeled-substrate planar 

lasers has been made with encouraging results. Despite the lack of 

significant improvement in device linearity (resulting from a thick first 

confining layer) low thresholds, high efficiencies and long lifetimes have 

been demonstrated. Single longitudinal mode operation implies at least a 

small improvement in mode control. 

The second generation of CSP lasers has thinner first confining 

layers which should result in better mode control. Improved pre-growth 

slice preparation has resulted in smoother as-grown surfaces which makes 

slice processing easier and in particular will reduce the spread in 

threshold values. A side benefit of the cleaner substrate is anticipated 

to be a much greater device yield due to a reduction of DLD nucleation 

sites. 
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FIG. 4 Theoretical Calculation 
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Figure 9: Theoretical Calculations for as grown structure. 
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Figure 9: Theoretical Calculations for as grown structure (can't) 
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FIG.13. Top view of as-grown slice after channel locating etch 
(xllO Mag.) showing terraced 

regions over channel. 


FIG.14 Average Pulsed Current 
Thresholds. 
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FIG. 16 Representative pulsed L-I characteristics of 
Proton-Bombarded lasers from two different slices. 
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FIG. 17 Pulsed and D.C. L-L plots illustrating the thermal 
resistance of lasers bonded onto X0-72 headers 

1. , , using plated Indium as the bondi~ ~gent.
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FIG. 19a. 	 D.C. spectra 
below and just 
above threshold. 
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FIG. 19b. Spectra of laser 
operated with · 
1 µsec current 
pulses -(lkHz rep 
rate). 
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FIG. 20 High resolution spectra o;£ CSP laser as pulsed current 
is varied. 
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Figure 21 Far Field Intensity Patterns as Recorded by 
CCD Array for L78-55/ll9 
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Note: 	 The onset of the m=l mode as the current is increased from 
81 mA in 21.a. to 90 mA in 21.b. 
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Fig.22 Typical light output vs. current behavior of a 
rapidly degrading laser recorded 12 minutes apart. 
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FIG. 2) 	 .Photographs of the active region of rapidly degraded 
lasers after failure. Photos taken at a magnification 
of xllO with an infra-red microscope while 5mA of 
n.c. current passing through device. 
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Note the 
characteristic 
100 crystalline 
orientation of 
dark region 

Recall that the 
laser is being 
viewed from the 
top so that the 
semi-circles of 
light at each 
end of the laser 
is the scatteri~ 
of the emitted 
radiation by the 
header. 

This laser shows 
many more DLD's 
than the first. 
Note that again 
the direction of 
propagation of thE 
DLD·'s are well 
defined. 
The light spots 
appearing at the 
corners are curre1 
leakage paths 
resulting from 
poor processing. 
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FIG. 25 L-I trace of laser operatiDg at 50 C demonstrating the 
worsening of the kink with time. 
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